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bianco flash ultra rapido
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KFG SERIPlASTIK
SERIES 68

DESCRIPTION
this plastisol ink series has opaque white ink with a soft 
hand, excellent “wet-on-wet” and “wet-on-dry” printability 
performance. for use on manual or automatic printers.

FEATuRES
 � Good intermediate drying speed (flash lamp)
 � Excellent wet-on-wet printability
 � soft touch
 � dedicated formula guide for the 

realization of colour references
 � phthalate-free and heavy metal-free

PREPARATION
 � the ink viscosity allows a high

opacity and an excellent halftone definition
 � there are 13 inks in the series
 � to reduce viscosity, use [3-5]%

sEriplastiK fluidifi-cantE [code 09.899]
 � to obtain a more softened colour performance, add 

sEriplastiK trasparEntE da taGlio [code 12.990]
 � to increase brightness of the printed colours,

it may be useful to overprint with a “glossy base”:
1. basE Gloss 9544 [code 12.891]
2. basE Gloss alto spEssorE 771030d [code 12.892]
3. basE trasparEntE “EffEtto lEntE” [code 12.889]

 � to increase the matt level of the printed colours,
add max [15-20]% basE nEutra opaca [code 09.991]

APPlICATION
SUBSTRATE: 100% cotton or cotton/synthetic
SCREEN: minimum 38 threads/in for high thickness, 

maximum 305/in for high definition printing
SQUEEGEE: 60-65 shores for “opaque” printing, 

70-75 shores for high definition printing
CURING: temperature of 284-320ºf. time of 2-3 minutes
ADDITIVES: fluidifying - (09.889)

thinner - (99.101) catalyst - (12.888)
ClEANING: biosolV 2000 (99.178) recommended

for cleaning of all screens and tools

uSEFul SuGGESTIONS
 � to increase the colour opacity level – but maintaining 

the same definition level – we suggest spreading 
a thin photo-emulsion layer on the screen

 � curing conditions depend on the “weight” of the 
substrate to be printed. When this “weight” increases, 
time and temperature conditions must increase, too

 � for best performance use saati hitex mesh 
and saatichem emulsion and chemicals

STORAGE
We suggest keeping the products at a temperature 
between 64°f and 86°f, away from sunlight.

CHARACTERISTICS

COlOR RANGE

the colour references in the adjacent table are just an indication.
the colours with a better colorimetric approximation 
are indicated in the dedicated colour chart.
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FOR mORE INFORmATION: Visit WWW.saati.com


